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Editorial

Welcome to The Overlook. We are excited, and a bit apprehensive, to bring you
the first issue of 2015. As we began
gathering material, we asked Jan Brady,
the newsletter’s first editor, to describe
Snowden Overlook in March 2005, when
she and her husband Bob, moved into
their brand new home in Kendall I.
“[There was] one strip of units comprised of 8 residences, with additional
ones built across the street, forever
blocking our view all the way across
Snowden River Parkway! What else?
No street lights, no grass or shrubs, no
trash collection, no mail delivery! The
nights were pitch black, and daylight
saw our new sidewalk being paved, and
our Clubhouse’s patio being constructed …”

bringing on board several columnists with
a wealth of knowledge and information
who contributed their expertise in the following: Household Hints, Insurance
Guidelines, Tech Talk, Bay Wise, Car
Care, WebPage, Social Committee, Security Corner, Clubhouse News, Fitness
Center, Military-Government Club, Craft
Corner. The newsletter expanded from
the original five pages to 12!”
“Additionally, each issue started out with
news from the SOCA Presidents and the
presidents of the five neighborhood associations. This information kept every resident current with what was happening in
our entire community.”
Jan’s editorial efforts were instrumental in
fostering a sense of community among
Snowden Overlook residents and she
was “extremely happy” with her task and
“enjoyed receiving positive comments
from the residents.” In mid-2014, after
eight years as newsletter editor Jan decided that it was time, as she said, to
“Pass the Baton.”

By 2006, Kendall I had grown to more
than 70 residents and Jan, with a background in publishing, started the Kendall
Connection to share news about the
community. In 2008 she changed the
newsletter’s name to The Overlook, to
reflect more accurately the activities of
the entire Snowden Overlook community.

Our goal is to combine the traditional features that have been the hallmark of the
newsletter with reports about people and
activities in and around the community.
Living up to Jan Brady’s standard poses
a daunting challenge. We hope you will
let us know whether [or not] we do justice
to the task.

The original Kendall Connection included
interviews of one neighbor in each issue
plus a “Let’s Eat Out” column reviewing
restaurants in Columbia. However, that
was discontinued as in the new format …
[the] editor “had the good fortune of

Jan Brady, Editor Emerita
Pamela Van Oosten and Christy Wilson,
Editors
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Quotes to Live By
“We make a living by what
we get, but we make a life by
what we give.”
--Winston Churchill

SOCANews
Masterboard
News

Committee Chairs -- SOCA relies heavily on its
committees.
One of these, the
Information Technology Committee, currently lacks a
chairperson. If you are interested in chairing
this committee please contact a member of the
Board through the office staff.

Foreclosures – In a number of long-term assessment delinquencies, SOCA has taken aggressive
collection action leading, in several cases to scheduling of sales of the affected units by the Howard
County Sheriff. This action resulted in several significant payments by the delinquent unit owners and, in
one case, purchase of the unit as a possible rental.
More such sales may be scheduled in the coming
months.

Dog Waste* -- Please remember that both
condominium and the SOCA Pet Policy require that
pet waste be picked up immediately by the pet owners. County ordinances impose similar requirements
when the pets are off their owner’s property. We
recommend that SO residents observing violations
report them to Howard County Animal Control at 410
-313-2780.

Traffic Flow at the Front Gate -- If you approach
the gate while a vehicle is in the left (visitor) lane at
the keypad, please stop your car at the gate house
until the visitor goes through the gate and the gate
begins to close. This allows the visitor, and the
guard, to know that the gate is opening for a visitor
and not for a resident. If vehicles accumulate, the
guard should attempt to facilitate the flow and may
motion one or more cars to go through the gate
which s/he can open manually. Please follow the
Enclosing the Awning -- Contracts for both fire
sprinklers and curtains to enclose the awning during guard’s instructions to wait or proceed to help us ensure safety and security.
cold weather have been awarded. A delay in
obtaining the required permits for the sprinkler
installation should be resolved within a month or Remember, the guards do not make up the policies
and procedures for the front gate; they are doing
two.
what the association has asked them to do. So, for
Snow Reminder and Concern – New signs have example, a guard should seek to prevent a vehicle
been installed on the Clubhouse side of Dried Earth without a pass or the current pass code from enterBlvd. indicating that there is no parking when it ing until the driver demonstrates that he/she is a ressnows. This is intended to permit the snow clearing ident or an invited guest of a resident. Please ask
contractor to clear the travel lanes more efficiently. your guests to comply with the guard’s request for
Compliance during the snow of event on January 6 information. If you wish to allow specific individuals
was poor, possibly because the signage was new. In to visit your home during gate operating hours,
order to avoid having your vehicle plowed in, please whether in your absence or not, you may provide
move any cars from that side of the road before a them the current pass number to open the gate from
the keypad. Alternatively the guard has access to a
snow event. Failure to do so may lead to
enforcement of this and other parking restrictions list of names of people who should be admitted.
Please notify the office if you would like to add
through towing at the owners’ expense.
names to that list.
Clubhouse Changes -- The project to create two
new storerooms on the main level between the
restrooms is nearly complete. One area is open to
the hallway and is intended to store all of the folding
furniture, thereby keeping the hallway clear of
obstacles. The other room has a door and
provides much-needed additional storage of
supplies and equipment for Clubhouse functions.
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Clubhouse Security and Efficiency -- Our guards
have reported several instances of ceiling
lights being left on and doors not being secured at
the Clubhouse (usually doors to the patio). If you are
at the Clubhouse in the evening or during the weekend, when the office is closed, please help by
checking these things, along with the ceiling fans in
the gym and the fans/lights under the awning.
The guards are only able to check once or twice
during their shift.
Ramp -- A steel ramp donated by a resident,
originally used to permit wheelchair access from the
garage to the main level of one of the Ryland
townhouses, is stored at the Clubhouse. Anyone
needing to use this ramp should ask about it in the
office.
Pool and Ping-Pong tables -- Tables are now set
up indoors on the pool level and are available for use
by residents and their guests year-round. Access is
via the pool gate. Also note that the “Summer
Lounge” where the Ping-Pong table is set up is also
available for small meetings or other Clubhouse activities. A table and chairs have been placed there
for that purpose.
-Lou True, President

* From the Office: We would like to thank residents for doing such a commendable job with
cleaning up and disposal of pet waste. However,
it has come to our attention that some dog walkers have been disposing of this waste at the
Clubhouse. Please note that the Clubhouse trash
and recycling bins are intended for Clubhouse
use only. Dumping pet waste (or residential trash)
is strictly prohibited. Please be responsible and
respectful of these rules so that we may continue
to maintain a clean and safe environment for our
residents.
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Association News
Kendall I

Kendall III (Ovation)

, at 10 years, is the oldest of the
Snowden Overlook communities. Consequently,
with the advice of a construction lawyer and a construction engineer, the Board initiated a review the
structural issues facing the community. Based on
the findings of a review committee, chaired by Hal
Kassoff, work has begun on a plan to address the
structural problems. Representatives from Ryland,
the builder of Kendall I, participated in a walk around
and Hal and his committee are now waiting for a response from Ryland about which issues the builder
will correct.

Life at
continues to
be very enjoyable. Some new folks have recently
moved in and they are excellent additions to our
community.
Thanks to the Social Committee for the excellent job
of decorating the lobby for Christmas, Kwaanza and
Hanukah. Everyone had such fun and the lobby
looks great.
Ovation residents enjoyed a “Meet and Greet” in
October, giving everyone a chance to sample
yummy food and meet new neighbors.
Several events, including “The Best Chow Down in
America,” a drive to support Habitat for Humanity’s
ReSTORE, and a clothing drive to support
Grassroots Crisis Intervention Center were so
successful they are being planned again for 2015.
On February 20, Ovation residents will attend a
Chinese New Year Party at the Clubhouse catered
by Hunan Legend. Offering more opportunities for
socializing, the Social Committee is considering
sponsoring a monthly ‘dinner out.’ More on that idea
will be forthcoming.

The very successful potluck supper held on
November 9 gave people an opportunity to see each
other and to meet new residents. J. Dingle and his
committee are planning another social event for the
spring.
Finally, we would like to welcome new board member, Debora Plunkett. We would also like to thank
Larry Lassen for his time served on the board.
-Bob Brady, President

KendallII

welcomes its newest residents, Kay -Carole Liberman, President
& Paul Van Horn and looks forward to seeing them
and all Kendall II residents at the association’s International Potluck Dinner on Saturday, January 31,
6pm, at the clubhouse.
In 2015, AMG (Atlantic Maintenance Group) will
provide landscaping and snow removal services to
Kendall II residents. Hopefully it will be a gentle
winter. AMG will work well with MMG (Metropolitan
Management Group), the Kendall II Management
Company.
-Karen Paciarelli, President
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Villas I

Board Elections -- Ken MacGregor and
George Warde were reelected to new 3-year terms
on the Board of Directors. Thank you Ken and
George for your willingness to continue to serve our
community.

to be accomplished in 2015 will be developed,
including soliciting bids to remediate the rust issue
on Vast Rose Drive.

Bagworms -- This is a good time to check the shrubs
in your yard for bagworm nests about an inch long
hanging from twigs. Remove them from the plant
now, before the residents of the nests have the
opportunity to exit (which they will do in the spring)
and defoliate the plant.

The Board requests that owners check their front
yard pole lights and replace burned out light bulbs if
necessary. Please do this as soon as possible as it
makes Villas II not only look nicer, but is safer as
well.

Thanks to all the dog owners who are really doing a
great job in picking up after their pets.

-Lou True, President

Villas II

welcomes Joanne and Leon Laporte
who moved all the way from Kendall I!
Thanks to mild, dry weather during November and
December, Villas II was able to transfer $6000
allocated for snow removal in 2014 to the association’s maintenance/contingency fund. In addition, a
$4000 underpayment from an insurance company on
a claim, identified during the association’s 2013 audit
was been transferred to the maintenance/
contingency fund.
Gutters were cleaned in December and contracts
with Brickman, the lawn and snow removal company,
and with Natural Lawn, the "green" fertilization/weed
control/insect control company were renewed for
2015. This will be Villas II’s second year with Natural
Lawn and it will soon be possible to evaluate the
service compared with the traditional chemical treatments.
In the fall, many owners took advantage of a special
price negotiated for the replacement of the red maple
trees in the front yards.
An updated Villas II directory was prepared and
emailed to all residents.
At the Board’s January meeting a "to do" list of tasks
5

-Mark Bloom, President

MeetYour Neighbors
Introducing Kit Jones,
Ovation resident and
member of the SOCA
Board of Directors
Kit with his second granddaughter, Bree

Where were you born
and raised? -- I was
born and raised in
Fresno, California, a
city of about 500,000
people right in the middle of the San Joaquin
Valley, which is most
famous for its agriculture and its 100-car
freeway pile-ups in the
world's worst tule fog. I
married Judy in 1972,
and we had Vanessa in
December 1974 (she's
40 now!), and then
Devon six years later
(December 1980). Devon is a city manager, and he
and his wife Lani now have two daughters -- Kali, 6;
and Bree, only 5 months old. Vanessa and her husband John don't have any children, but they have a
bike shop, which is almost as much fun as kids. Judy and I were married for 19 years. (She is marrying
Bob D. this year, who everybody says is much nicer
and better looking than me. And they're right!)
What brought you to Maryland? -- In 1992 I was
promoted to a Division Chief position in the IRS National Office on Constitution Avenue, so I moved to
Falls Church. Several years later, my division
moved to the New Carrollton Federal Building. By
then Linda and I were married (almost 21 years
now), and she was Director of the Training Center at
Johns Hopkins, so -- we got out a map and a ruler,
and figured that Columbia was half-way between
Baltimore and New Carrollton. In 1999, we moved

to the Forsgate community (about 200 townhouses)
in Dorsey's Search, where Linda was on the BOD.
I retired as a federal employee in January 2001, and
then worked as a private contractor to the IRS until
Nov. 2010. Now I just get "volunteered" for things,
like committees, and boards.
How long have you been a resident of Snowden
Overlook? -- We moved in to Ovation in December
2007, so I guess it has been seven years now.
What do you like about living in Columbia/
Snowden Overlook? -- The location, first. Right
between Washington D.C. and Baltimore -- but also
close to Annapolis, Frederick, Cape May, Philadelphia, Broadway. And Columbia itself is very nice, and
nicely managed. In Snowden Overlook we love our
huge, wide-open apartment with a 28-foot ceiling,
which we can close up and leave in two seconds
flat. And we love the people we've met, both in Ovation and the other villages. There are always things
to do and interesting people to do them with. Now, if
we can just find $400,000 in the budget to build a
retractable cover over the pool.....
Who was your role model growing up? -- Without
a doubt, my father. Why? My father was a very
kind and gentle man, with a great laugh, and he was
also a real gentleman. He was always thoughtful,
fair, and affectionate -- he obviously loved his children (there were five of us -- all boys). And he was
a man who believed in principles, in doing the right
thing, for the right reasons, without getting into loud
arguments or berating other people. A very fine
man.
What are some of your hobbies? -- Travel, theater, reading, mostly. Things I can do sitting down. I used to run nine
miles every other day for 13 years, and play racquetball
twice a week, and then I got old (64 now). I still walk six
miles a day on a treadmill at a 14 degree incline , so -- I sit
the rest of the day, which doctors really, really frown on. So
Lou and Carole find things for me to do. I am the designated Very Unskilled Laborer ("I lift things up and put them
down") for Ovation. And I like running the CPO program at
the pool six months a year. Being at the "always 84 degrees" pool in the morning on a nice sunny day before it
gets crowded is very, very nice.
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What is your favorite book and why? -- I don't government for a terrible reason. And I love his
keep a mental ranking of "favorite" books or mov- Second Inaugural Address very, very much.
ies, but the books I liked most recently are Major
Pettigrew's Last Stand (fiction), The Guernsey LiterWith malice toward none, with charity for all,
ary and the Potato Peel Society (fiction), and The
with firmness in the right as God gives us to
Quantum Moment (non-fiction). Books that I resee the right, let us strive on to finish the work
member liking very much years ago were From
we are in, to bind up the nation’s wounds, to
Here To Eternity, Catch-22, The Master and Margacare for him who shall have borne the battle
rita, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance,
and for his widow and his orphan, to do all
Sometimes a Great Notion, Another Roadside Atwhich may achieve and cherish a just and
traction, A Winter's Tale, The Adventures of Augie
lasting peace among ourselves and with all
March, and all of John Steinbeck’s books. My favornations.
ite "series" are John D. McDonald's Travis McGee
novels, Robert Parker's Spenser novels, Ian
Rankin's Rebus novels, Ruth Rendell's Wexford
novels, Alexander McCall Smith's Ladies' Detective
Agency novels, Lawrence Block's Burglar novels,
Dick Francis horse racing novels, and Tom Wolfe's
journalistic (non-fiction) books. My favorite three
light authors are P. G. Wodehouse, Donald
Westlake, and Elmore Leonard. I tried, but could
NOT read A Confederacy of Dunces, which everyone says is wonderful, or anything by Thomas Pynchon. Nowadays I read more non-fiction than fiction. Quantum physics (for non scientist journalism
majors, of course), cosmology (Dark Matter and
Dark Energy, oh my!), epigenetics (even Darwin
never guessed it), and other stuff I'll never understand, but love to try.
What is your favorite eatery in Columbia/
HoCo area? -- Victoria Gastro Pub. C'mon -- what
could be better than Duck Fat Fries, with Poutine?
Who is your favorite historical figure? -- I have
two: In science, it is Albert Einstein, who was the
first to figure out how quantum physics works
(particles of light!), and how gravity and time
really works (mass shapes the fabric of
spacetime!). Second, Abraham Lincoln. He did the
right thing for the country in the very toughest of
times, when others made brutal war on him and his
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ForYour Health
CA Chair-Xercise

at Snowden Overlook
We all know the host of benefits that exercise
provides, but some of us are unable to participate
in traditional types of exercise due to imbalance
issues, injuries, disabilities, or certain types of illnesses. If you feel that you have limited mobility
due to one of these conditions, then chair exercise may be an option for you. It is wonderful for
aching joints and stiff muscles, as well as especially good for those who suffer from arthritis, recent surgeries or for those who are unable to, or
are just not interested in participating in more
high-impact exercises.
Veronica Gimpel - CA Chair-Xercise Instructor

Snowden Overlook’s
weekly CA ChairXercise class is taught
by Veronica Gimpel, an
instructor from Columbia Association (CA). A
native of Montevideo,
Uruguay, Veronica is a
resident of Columbia,
MD, a wife and mother
to two daughters. She
especially loves to
dance, which is evident
in her class as she often incorporates [seated] dance moves from various
genres of music into her exercise routines. During
any given class, the music being played can range
from “Oldies” to Disco… even to Salsa!

ter” and adds that “Veronica brings out the ‘Rockette’
in all of us!” Fellow chair xerciser, Danielle Ali adds
“Veronica is the life of the party and the friendships
developed at the class are unbreakable. I look forward to the class every week,” a comment seconded
by Maureen Fabel who adds the class is “a lot of
A few participants of the the CA Chair-Xercise class happily
pose for a holiday photo.

fun” and although she recently signed up for a traditional-style exercise class, she plans to happily continue with Chair-Xercise as well.
If you are interested in participating in the ChairXercise class or for more information regarding sessions and pricing, please click on the “Chair-Xercise”
hyperlink in beginning of the article. Or contact
Sharonlee Vogel at: sharonleevogel@gmail.com
and include “Chair-Xercise Class” in the subject line.
-C. Wilson

Comments from participants reflect the enthusiasm
and pleasure the class generates. Maureen Gomez
says she “look[s] forward to coming each week for
the strengthening exercises, the fun and the laugh8

Out &About
Willow Oak

LOCAL REVIEWS

Flower & Herb

Farm

Willow Oak Flower and Herb Farm, a hidden gem of
which many Howard County residents may not be
aware, offers not only organically-grown flowers and
herbs, but so much more. Being a part of the Maryland Environmental Trust between Baltimore and
Washington, and located in Severn, MD, Willow Oak
is far from just a local “green” nursery; it’s a quaint
and charming retreat that bears cottage-style gardens (with a gazebo and benches), as well as a place you can
find handmade wreaths, fresh
and dried herbs and even special order floral arrangements.
An eclectic range of classes
given monthly are sure to appeal to the gardener, cook,
herbalist and decorator. Willow
Oak is very kid-friendly (yes!)
and hosts child-oriented events,

such as an annual “North Pole Walk” and “Peter Rabbit’s Easter Egg Hunt.” The gazebo in one of the gardens can be rented for parties, as well.
A huge plus is that the folks who own and run the
farm are super friendly and knowledgeable. This
means that unlike walking into a nursery in one of
those “Big Box” stores (you know the ones), at Willow
Oak, questions are answered promptly by
well-informed, cheerful
staff. Oh, and the farm
happens to be home to
a
few animals: goats,
duc k s , c h ic k e ns ,
geese, a cat, sometimes a couple of
friendly golden retrievers and even a peacock (along with a couple of peahens).
You won’t find rows and rows of filled greenhouses
such as those at Frank’s in Elkridge, however your
experience at Willow Oak will prove to be much more
intimate and enjoyable.
For further information, see links below:
Website: Willow Oak Flower and Herb Farm
Recent Article:
http://www.capitalgazette.com/capital_style/ph-accapstyle-willow-oaks-1116-20141116,0,2244264.story
And for some stunning photos, visit Willow Oak’s
Flower and Herb Farm’s Facebook page at:
h t t p s : / / w w w. f a c e b o o k . c o m / w i l l o w o a k f a r m /
photos_stream?ref=page_internal
-C. Wilson
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Out &About
LOCAL REVIEWS

Seasons 52
Fresh Grill

are also available. The core menu changes quarterly and in addition, some items change weekly –
hence “52” in the name. From the “winter menu,”
the flavorful Mediterranean vegetable soup, the artichoke and goat cheese flat bread, and delicious
“sparkling” raspberry lemonade were very enjoyable. A beautifully presented sushi-grade seared tuna
salad was quite delicious. A wide variety of small
desserts designed for 1 person such as a parfait
glass filled with layered carrot cake was perfect, especially for those not inclined to sweets. The servers were very friendly, attentive, and accommodating. –Barbara Bache
November’s Dinner Out group also was
favorably impressed with “Seasons 52”. The food
was nicely presented and included an assortment of
healthy options. Service was good and the servers
were very attentive. The private dining room provided an inviting atmosphere making it was easy to
carry on conversations. –Rosalie Chernik

Entrance to Seasons 52

TWO REVIEWS OF
“SEASONS 52 FRESH GRILL”
The Snowden Overlook Care & Share Ladies
held their holiday luncheon at “Seasons 52” (at the
Mall in Columbia). After a very warm greeting by
the hostess, the group was seated in the center area of a nicely appointed open dining room of rich
woods and well placed greenery enhanced by subdued lighting. The dining room is separated from
but open to an adjacent barwhich creates a nice
flow from one space to another. This up-scale restaurant with dining-friendly prices offers seasonally
inspired selections and advertises that no individual
item is over 475 calories. From what can be considered “small plates” to full entrees, there is something available for every taste and appetite. Vegan,
vegetarian, gluten-free, and lactose-free choices
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Do you have a review of
a local venue, book, film,
or play that you’d like to
share? If so, we would
love to include it in our
next newsletter.
Please send to
Pamela Van Oosten at:
pbluh@icloud.com

Book Nook
There are two Snowden Overlook Book Clubs. Night Time Book Club meets on the 1st Wednesday
of the month at 7pm. Day Time Book Club meets on the 4th Thursday of the month at 10am. Book Club selections focus on fiction and decisions about which books to read are made collaboratively by book club participants. Current best-sellers are seldom selected, primarily because they are in great demand and therefore more
difficult to borrow from the library.
Since the day and evening groups choose different titles, some members attend both meetings. The format of
both book clubs is similar with a volunteer leader who gives background on the author and then encourages lively
and spontaneous discussion. Selections for the next several months are listed below. All Snowden Overlook residents are cordially invited to attend one or both monthly discussions.
For additional information about the evening meeting, please contact Pat Harrington at pharrington61@verizon.net. For
information about the morning meeting email Florence Sperling at needler2@aol.com.

NIGHT TIME BOOK CLUB SELECTIONS

DAY TIME BOOK CLUB SELECTIONS


JANUARY 



FEBRUARY 

The Midwife of Hope River: A Novel of an
American Midwife

Boy's Life
by Robert McCammon.

by Patricia Harmon
The story of a boys growing up in the deep South and
coming to grips with life and death. The author calls this a A novel featuring an Appalachian midwife in the Depres"fictography," a mixture of fiction and auto-biography.
sion years struggling against disease, poverty, and prejudice and her own haunting past to bring new light into
seemingly insurmountable conditions.
 FEBRUARY 

MARCH 

Every Last One: a Novel



by Ana Quindlen
The story of a Vermont family's triumphs and tragedies. The author succeeds in co-mingling the transience of
everyday worries and the never ending boundaries of a
mother's love.

Cost: A Novel



MARCH 

Saint Maybe
by Ann Tyler
The story of a man seeking redemption for his past mistakes. Ian Bedloe is a young man who gives up his future
to raise the children of his brother Danny and Danny's
wife Lucy.


APRIL 

by Roxana Robinson
An art professor, settling in to spend the summer in Maine
with her aging fragile parents discovers that her son has
spiraled into heroin addiction.


APRIL 

The Mistress of Riversdale; the Plantation Letters of Rosalie Stier Calvert, 1795-1821
by Margaret Law Callcott
These letters richly reflect life in early 19th century Maryland and the Washington environs. Rosalie came to
America from Belgium at age 16, married, stayed and never saw her parents again after they returned to Europe.

The Girl You Left Behind
by Jo Jo Moyes
This is an excellent historical novel spanning the decades
between WW1 and the present, combining love stories, a
mystery and a beautiful painting of the girl in the title.
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Travel
Recently, Kendall II resident Margaret Vincent
was given the opportunity to travel to Cuba. We
were fortunate enough to be able to receive her
account and share it with the community.

Cuba

clear that the presenters had been regularly giving the
same spiel to previous visitors. Still, since I speak pretty good Spanish, I was able to enjoy one-on-one conversations after the formal Q & A. I met a young singer
with hopes of moving to Texas to study medicine, but
with little idea of just where in Texas she would go. I
spoke with children drawing scenes that included the
ubiquitous Cuban flag alongside the locally famous
July 26th flag. In a poorly furnished old age home, I
commiserated with an elderly woman who had never
married and had no children.
Economically, Cuba is a country of extremes. Most of
the businesses are still state-run, and unskilled employees such as farm workers are paid as little as $35
a month. Even with regular food rations, free health
care and education, and subsidized entertainment, this
is barely a subsistence wage. At the same time, certain workers, such as doctors, receive much better
wages, and anyone working abroad or for the new private companies or joint ventures is likely to be much
better off.

The drab, state-owned stores dispense essentials. In
food stores Cubans receive their rations, including the
generous five pounds of sugar per person per month.
Last month I had the good fortune to travel to
In staples stores they spend their few extra pesos on
Cuba. Perhaps because I arrived only days after the
recent change in diplomacy between our countries, I such items as toothpaste (only one brand) and hair
found a welcoming people hopeful about the future. At straightener (unbranded). Smaller storefronts are now
the same time, I was able to view a Cuba before any available offering breads, sausages, tattoos, barbering,
trace of McDonald’s, Coca Cola, US tourists, and the and more. Some of these are totally unmarked, the
only sign of life being the open door and the din inside.
like appeared.
For those who can afford them, there are a few newer
I travelled with a “people to people” tour organized by
government stores offering appliances like small washRoad Scholar and a state-run Cuban tour company.
ers and George Foreman grills, but these stores are
Visits to museums and historical sites were few. Raonly in the areas in which the government chooses to
ther, we met with artists and performers, health and
invest extra funds.
social service agencies, and newly formed private enterprises, including restaurants, an organic farm, and Vehicles are in short supply. Havana sports a few new
staff from a Miami-Havana magazine called On Cuba. imports among the plentiful 50s relics. In the countryside the roads are nearly empty, except for the grey
While each visit was a new experience for us, it was
Soviet trucks that serve as crammed local busses
12

as well as a plethora of horse- or oxen-drawn carts.
In city and country alike people stand along the
roadsides, hoping for a lift. The number of private
cars is so small, that all state vehicles are required
to pick up passengers, and if they don’t, one of the
numerous roadside inspectors will cite them for
driving with empty seats.

buy and sell real estate. Building programs have
begun to tackle the reconstruction of dilapidated
sections of Havana. Joint ventures with countries
other than the US appear successful. Still, much of
the country operates at a very simple, yet highlyregulated level. It will be fascinating to see what
kind of progress is made when and if a stronger US
-Cuba relationship is forged.

Access to information also varies widely. Granma,
the official newspaper, appears weekly, but there
- M. Vincent
are only enough copies for a small portion of the
population. I read the international edition, full of
Fidel’s words and kudos to the state heroes. There
are only four television channels, all state run, and
heavily controlled. Signage around the country is
predictably limited to slogans and images of Che,
Martí, Fidel, and Raul. Everyone claims Internet
access is growing, but I saw little evidence of this.
Most people with information about the wider world
have gotten it from relatives in the US, illegally installed satellite dishes, or bootleg copies of downloaded material.
Even with the embargo in place, Cuba is changing.
It is now possible, though difficult, for individuals to

Do you have a travel
experience that you
would like to share in the
next issue of our
newsletter? If so,
please contact
Pamela Van Oosten at:
pbluh@icloud.com
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Clubs & Committees
as the White House butler. He will reveal how entertaining at the White House has changed from the
administration to the Obama White House. After
Committee under the able direction of Karen FDR
his presentation, Mr. De Valerio will autograph copies
Paciarelli meets monthly to plan events and activiof his book, which will be available for $18.00.

The

Snowden Overlook Social

ties for the residents’ enjoyment. In addition to a
number of recurring events such as Game Night
on the 1st Friday of the month; Casual Fridays/
Grillin’ ‘Chillin’ (depending on the season) on
the 2nd Friday of the month; and Coffee with
Carol on the 3rd Wednesday of the month,
there are many other opportunities for socializing.
Some events are free; others may require either a
minimal fee or a contribution of food to share. For
details about the variety of events and activities,
please refer to the Snowden Overlook calendar.

On March 18, Carol Weil, known as The Decorating
Therapist will entertain, enlighten, and inspire the audience as she discusses some of the challenges she
faced when providing design consultation services
and transforming homes in the Baltimore-Washington
corridor and beyond over the last two decades.
While there is no charge to attend Coffee with Carol
events, attendees are encouraged to sign up so that
enough refreshments will be available.

Suggestions for and inquiries about the Social
Committee should be submitted to Karen Paciarelli at karen8870@verizon.net or to
office@snowdenoverlook.com.

Coffee with Carol occurs on the 3 Wednesrd

day of the month.The first meeting of the new year, on
January 21, features Barth & Mary deRosa talking
about their adventure in establishing Secolari, the artisan olive oil and vinegar tasting room with locations
in Bethesda and at The Mall in Columbia. Barth
deRosa is a lawyer by training who, with his wife
Mary, discovered a passion for artisan olive oils. Their
fledgling business, Secolari, which means “age old” in
Italian, is named in honor of the ancient olive tree
which can live for up to 4000 years.
On February 18th, Alan DeValerio, the author of A
History of Entertainment in the Modern White House
will charm residents with recollections from his days
14

Clubhouse
Committee

welcome.
We are hopeful that several major projects
started in 2014 will soon be completed
(curtains and sprinkler system for deck,
Guardhouse window, and the storage rooms).
We are not anticipating any major projects
this year but, of course, there will always be
maintenance issues that need attention. So if
you see anything amiss, please let us know
in the office or email ronnitrue@aol.com

Thank you to all of our Snowden Overlook
volunteers who made the past year’s events
and activities possible. From the Men’s Club
volunteers who made and served us delicious
breakfasts, moved furniture, and carried boxes to the Clubhouse and Social Committee -Ronnie True, Chair
volunteers who decorate, undecorate, plan,
organize, and clean-up, we have a wonderful
group of residents who make Snowden Overlook a great community. For those of you
who would like to help, please join one of
Snowden’s committees or give us your ideas
or comments. We are always looking for
ways to improve our community.
For residents who are new to Snowden Overlook and for others who wish to stay informed, the SOCA Policies are posted on the
bulletin board in the Craft/Meeting room.
They are also available online at snowdenoverlook.com. These policies have been approved by the SOCA Board and are implemented by the Snowden Overlook office staff
and the Board. They cover everything from
use of the gym, theater and Clubhouse to
swipe cards, pool passes, etc. Any questions
can be addressed by the Board at SOCA
meetings. From time to time, these policies
are reviewed by the Board so comments are
15

Security
Committee
The chair of the SOCA Security Committee is
Don Krebs. Don is a 35 year veteran of the
Baltimore City Police Department, and a resident of Villas II. The SOCA Security Committee had an opportunity recently to meet with
PFC Jared Dean, Long Reach Community
Resource Officer, Howard County Police, who
provided the following crime prevention information.



LOCK YOUR VEHICLE



Remove your keys from the vehicle



Remove all items of value out of your
vehicle (GPS systems and base,
iPods, cell phones, laptops, loose change
bags, purses)



Roll up windows



If you have a garage door, ensure it is
closed and lock the door leading to the
Interior of your home.

Crime Prevention Tips
Follow these tips when you are in or leaving
your home:


LOCK YOUR DOORS



Illuminate your house using both a front
and back porch light



Know your neighbors and learn their
habits



Let a neighbor know when you are hiring
a company to work at your home



REPORT CRIMES OR SUSPICIOUS
ACTIVITY BY CALLING 911

Follow these tips when you are getting in and
out of your vehicle:
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Pool
Committee

Aquatics Department, which is only about two miles
away. (See the class schedule below.) The March
30/31 class is from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., or the
May 4/5/6 class is from 3:30 to 9:00 p.m. It is mostly a bunch of exercises, plus some technical descriptions of all the icky stuff that can get in the water. (No icky pictures.) You will not have to memorize any of it -- there is a completely open book test
at the end, and they give you great job aids to make
everything easy. (All eight of us have only missed 1
or 2 questions on the final, so really -- don't worry
about it.) The best part is, Lou will pay the $225
fee for the class, AND buy you a dinner at the end
of the year! Or maybe the best part is, it's a pretty
In the middle of this freezing January, it's nice to neat way to expand by 55% the total days and
remember that in May it will be warm and sunny hours we can make the pool available to SOCA resagain--warm enough to go swimming, in idents.
fact! That's right, in just over three months we will
be back in our swimsuits doing laps in the heated If anybody would like to help, or has any questions,
pool, or just lounging in deck chairs by the please contact me.
pool. Which is especially nice in those extra nonlifeguard hours residents get to have before the vis- Thanks -Kit Jones
itors and grandkids arrive.
(410) 715-4295
But we only get those extra non-lifeguard hours be- kitjones2@gmail.com
cause SOCA has volunteer certified pool operators
(CPO's) who the Howard County Health Department (HCHD) allows to open/maintain the pool
when there are no lifeguards and no visitors present. For the last four years, we have had seven
volunteer CPO's, which spread the work out nicely. At the end of last year, however, four of those
seven CPOs "retired" (Jeff moved to Florida, and
Ray, Byron and Pearl finished their 5-year eligibility). We still have Maggie, Larry and me, but we
need more.

SOCA Pool Operator
Volunteers Needed

Which brings us to you out there. We need fresh,
new volunteers. Opening the pool basically means
cleaning out the skimmer baskets and making sure
the pool chemicals are adjusted correctly -- it's
mostly automated, so it doesn't take too long, usually only 10 to 15 minutes. If there are any problems, I am only a half-block away to come help.
In order to get your HCHD Pool Operator's permit,
however, you have to take a National Pool Safety
Foundation CPO class at the Columbia Association
17

Wine Club

Dinner Out

Whether you are a wine connoisseur, simply appreciate an occasional glass of wine, or are interested in learning about the fascinating world of
wines, you will enjoy “A White Night,” the Wine
Club’s first wine tasting event of 2015. Please
join hosts Skip & Pamela Van Oosten,
Kathi Beerbohm, Joanne & Cody Collins,
and Steve & Patty Goodman on Friday,
January 30 at 7:00pm to sample a superb
selection of white wines from around the world.
To reserve your place, please bring $20/person
(cash only) to Steve and Sandy Reading, 8815
Shining Oceans Way (443-546-3918) by Monday,
January 26.
The Wine Club meets on the 4th Friday of each
month between September and May.

The SOCA Social Committee is no longer responsible for the Dinner Out event that has traditionally
been held every other month for Snowden
Overlook residents. The Dinner Out will now function as a club similar to the Wine Club, Men’s Club
and the Lunch Bunch. The club will need a
coordinator who will keep a list and a schedule of
volunteer hosts. A host will choose a month, time
and a restaurant and make the reservation for
those wishing to go out to dinner with other Snowden Overlook residents. A flyer and sign-up sheet
can still be made by Christy (or the host) for the
event and placed in the clubhouse. Please let
Carol or Christy know if you are willing to be the
coordinator for the Dinner Out Club.
-Ronnie True

Future meetings and Wine Club hosts are:

Gym Committee









February 27 - Janet Henry & Darrell Mattheis,
Dave & Fern & Alan Davis, Fred Merther & Kathy
Italiano and Paula Gaither
March 27 - Janet & Norm Goldstein, Marcia &
Pete Gratten and Gust & Malinda Mitchell
April 24 - Danielle Ali, Sheila & Steve Wolf and
Ann & Michael Goldblatt
May 22 - Frank & Zeli Castella and Dave & Gail
Rust

RMS Fitness Equipment Services serviced the gym
equipment twice during 2014 and all equipment is in
working order. A couple of personal trainers who frequent the gym mentioned that the variety of equipment is excellent for a community of Snowden Overlook’s size. In the spring, the Gym Committee hopes
to schedule a meeting with a personal trainer to give
residents an overview on using the equipment correctly.
-Linda Bloom, Chair, Chair
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Crafts
Knitting &More

Card Stamping
Workshop

Since March 2014, a group of dedicated
needleworkers has been meeting once a
In 2014, several residents enjoyed Gail
week at the Clubhouse to share their enjoyBarbosa’s card stamping workshops.
ment of all forms of handiwork. While knitOn Wednesday, February 11 at 10am, Gail ting (most of the attendees knit) – and socialhas graciously offered what may become the izing, members of the group decided that in
first of a series of card stamping workshops. addition to individual projects, they would
The sessions are low key and a lot of fun.
Come and learn some new techniques and Knitting and creating “No-Sew” blankets for Project Linus
discover your latent creativity!
Please indicate your interest in attending by
signing up at the Club House so Gail will
know what supplies to bring. The small fee
($5.00 cash), payable to Gail on the day of
the workshop, helps defray the cost of supplies. The theme for the next workshop will be
“birthdays”.
support Columbia’s Grassroots Crisis Intervention Center with knitted hats and scarves
and Project Linus of Howard County with
blankets. If you enjoy knitting, crocheting,
needlepoint, or embroidery, please join us for
a relaxing hour of needlework on Thursday
evenings at 7pm.
- P. Van Oosten
Sample of Valentine’s-themed stamped cards
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Odds & Ends
New Year’s Eve
Our New Year’s Eve celebration was a great
success! Over 50 residents attended,
including Ovation resident, Rosalie Chernick,
who was gracious enough to share some of
her photos of the evening with us.
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Shout Out!
Carol and I would like to give much praise and
thanks to those who’ve helped out and volunteered their time and effort at the Clubhouse. This
would include all committee chairs and members,
especially those with whom we work on a regular
basis: the Social and Clubhouse Committees.
Thank you Karen Paciarelli and Ronnie True for
your never-ending support and wealth of ideas.
Thank you Kit Jones for all the time you’ve invested in both the Pool and Security Committees (and
for always providing us with a good chuckle).
Thank you Linda Bloom for always being available
when there’s a “gym matter” and for your genuine
interest and concern for the gym. Thank you Jan
Brady for all of your hard work and dedication to
The Overlook in the previous years. Of course, we
should give a big round of applause to new editor,
Pamela Van Oosten for the enthusiasm she’s
shown in being part of the endeavor of keeping
The Overlook alive! There are countless others
who donate their valuable time in order to make
things run more smoothly in and outside of the
Clubhouse --too many to mention, but you know
who you are.
Finally, Carol and I would like to say thank you to
all the residents for making us feel like a part of the
community. It’s because of you that we not only
have a job, but one that we both love.
Christy Wilson -- Administrative Assistant
Carol Hergenroeder - Lifestyle Coordinator
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